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business intelligence

a powerful tool for understanding your

tools for optimizing

business

enterprise performance

— Dimensional Insight is the leading

DI’s cost effective BI platform rapidly
delivers performance dashboards, self-

provider of integrated business intelligence

service reporting, ad hoc analytics, and

and performance management solutions

data integration capabilities to support

that empower information consumers

any technical or user-defined requirement.

throughout the enterprise with data-driven

With Dimensional Insight, companies are

decision making abilities. Our worldwide

able to immediately realize the benefits of

presence has allowed us to service the

next-generation BI tools and better manage

information delivery needs of more than

the total cost of ownership of their BI

2,600 customers and thousands of users

applications. Check out our web site and

from around the globe.

see how DI is working to redefine business
intelligence: www.dimins.com.
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data modeling
highly indexed data models facilitate rapid
analysis and reporting

The Diver Solution™,

Dimensional Insight’s reporting and analytics
platform, centers on our patented data
Model, a highly indexed data mart. Models
are constructed by creating a binary file that
indexes each dimension of your data with
dimensional insight ’ s end - to - end business intelligence solution

every possible permutation. This eliminates

guarantees low total cost of ownership

data hierarchies and other navigational
constraints. Our pre-processed and crossindexed data Models deliver blazingly fast
analysis response times.

The Diver Solution™ is an end-to-end reporting and analytics application. It includes

derive information from all of your

a robust data integration tool, a number of powerful analytical and reporting

enterprise data

components, and a web portal for disseminating information to your employees,

data from any number of disparate sources,

customers and suppliers. Alerting services, event scheduling, highly customizable data
access control and encryption are all standard functionality. No expensive add-ons are
required. Unlike conventional OLAP tools, no database is needed to store or create
Models, significantly lowering the cost of your reporting and analytics investment.

Because DI Models integrate

users are able to compare, for example, data
collected from transactional systems with
information in the data warehouse and legacy
data sources or spreadsheets and flat files.
The Model build process converts raw data
into valuable information, regardless of where
your data is stored.

total cost of ownership
Dimensional Insight customers experience best-in-class management of TCO
for business intelligence applications.
To learn more go to:
www.dimins.com/dicustomerstco.html

data integration
derive the maximum value from your data

To obtain actionable information from
the disparate internal and external data
sources available to decision makers,
data has to be extracted from these source
systems and converted into a streamlined
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alerts

format suitable for analysis. Our suite of

analyze your data without restrictions

powerful data integration and modeling

The Diver Solution is unique in its ability to

tools lay the foundation for fast, insightful

allow users to “dive” in any direction they

unprecendented levels of security ,

reporting and analytics.

wish without the limitations of pre-set “drill

scalability and data access control

paths” or hierarchical constraints found in

These components form the administrative

conventional OLAP tools. Despite its powerful

backbone of The Diver Solution. Data access

analytical capabilities, diving is a simple

can be set at virtually any level of granularity

point-and-click operation. No SQL queries,

from Models down to individual fields. “Push”

scripting or programming are required to

technology is used to disseminate exception

explore and analyze your data.

reports based on user defined business rules

speed of deployment
Dimensional Insight is committed
to providing cost-effective, flexible
information management solutions that
minimize deployment time.

and metrics. Underscoring the robustness of
The Diver Solution, detailed logging, security

reporting

and encryption are all standard functionality.

self - service reporting offers the ultimate

To learn more go to:
www.dimins.com/whitepapers.html

flexibility for your users

From simple

to sophisticated, The Diver Solution offers
a broad selection of customizable report

seamless integration tools for virtually any
data source

on - demand reporting and analytics lowers

Over a dozen chart and plot styles can be

total cost of ownership

InterReport is

Dimensional Insight’s secure, on-demand

tables, flat files, spreadsheets or proprietary

reporting and analytics solution. Your users

vendor formats, DI’s Data Integrator and

enjoy quick, browser-based access to reports

industry expertise

sources into a Model.

and key performance indicators, presented
in an easy-to-use and intuitive format. With

dashboards
simplified dashboard development for
proactive performance management

and analytics

templates for all user capability levels.
Whether your data resides in SQL

Builder can access and transform these

on - demand reporting

Providing

users with secure role-based intelligence
is a critical step to positively impacting
operational performance measures.

Dimensional Insight is committed to
sharing our expertise with our customers to create a customized world-class
solution that meets their specific information and technical requirements.

a low monthly subscription rate, InterReport

To learn more go to:

interreport : the ultimate flexibility in

www.dimins.com/industries.html

hosted business intelligence

Dimensional Insight simplifies the information

allows your users to reap the benefits of selfservice reporting and analytics, customized to
the requirements of your business.

InterReport

is highly customizable to meet the unique
needs of your business. Implementation

delivery process ensuring users are given

times are drastically reduced compared to

timely web-based access to business critical

incorporated into reports to deliver maximum

traditional methods of deployment due to

metrics in a format that is meaningful to their

visual impact. Filtering, sorting, grouping and

DI’s many years of experience serving hosted

specific roles.

forecasting functionality are all supported

business intelligence across several industries,

directly from the reporting interface.

including distribution, supply chain and

enable data - driven decision - making

DI’s

healthcare. InterReport performs automated

dashboard capabilities assist organizations

reporting integrated with your environment

by identifying, defining, and developing

The Diver Solution is tightly integrated with

metrics that meet project, departmental

Microsoft Office applications and can export

or organizational information requirements.

data in several different formats, including

This process ensures users are able to

HTML, XML and Adobe PDF files. Based on

interact with the appropriate data

security settings, external users can also

to make fact-based decisions.

access Diver reports.

daily data pulls from your disparate source
systems, aggregates them on a secure,
dedicated server and disseminates live
reports to your users.
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solution components
data integrator / visual data integrator

The Diver Solution™. DivePort dashboards

diveline

The Data Integrator is a robust Extraction,

accommodate all types of users, from self-

provides a suite of powerful administration

Transformation, and Loading (ETL) tool

service report consumers to analysts that

and performance tools to maintain full control

that contains a large suite of powerful data

need to dive through their data to the

of your data. These include three security

manipulation functions including joins, table

most detailed levels of granularity.

levels, four options for authentication, access

lookups, and filters. The Visual Data Integrator

The DiveLine server software

control at the Model or field level, and shared

is a good starting point for new users who

prodiver / netdiver / celldiver

prefer to define data integration workflows

self contained data visualization, analysis

using graphical objects, letting the application

and reporting tool designed to provide a

di - broadcast

create the underlying script syntax.

powerful interactive interface to multi-

scheduled and event driven updates

dimensional data. ProDiver provides analysis

via E-mail. DI-Broadcast delivers timely

and exploration of data with a point-and-click

information automatically, ranging from

data by summarizing, indexing, and

user interface, displaying data in several

the audited results of production builds

preprocessing it in order to create Models.

tabular report formats or in one of two dozen

to the latest financial reports. With

Automatic Model builds can be set up using

graphical formats. Fully integrated with

DI-Broadcast, you receive critical

DI-Scheduler. The Visual Builder is a rapid

Microsoft Office applications, ProDiver can

information the moment it happens.

prototyping tool that provides most of the

also export data for use in other applications.

builder / visual builder

Builder transforms

ProDiver is a

processing with the client software.

dial / analyst

functionality of Builder using dialogs that

DI-Broadcast delivers both

The DI Access Language

help guide the user through the Model

NetDiver is a web based, zero-footprint

(DIAL) is a high-level programming language

build process.

client application. NetDiver is designed

designed to process, analyze, and distribute

for self-service users not needing full

information contained in Models. When

ProDiver functionality.

executed, DIAL programs can find and

domain editor

Domain Editor is an application

designed to make the initial phases of

flag exceptional data values, sending the

development easier by simplifying the data

CellDiver is a Microsoft Excel Add-in that

results out as E-mail or saved files. Analyst

relationship discovery phase of The Diver

allows a user to “dive” from an Excel-based

is a program that runs an extended version

Solution. Domain Editor uses the standard

console and pull data directly from Models

of DIAL capable of accessing summary

Dimensional Insight data directory structure

into an Excel spreadsheet. Users can open

information in Models. This allows Analyst to

to place integrator scripts and builder

Models, dive further into the data, or apply

perform complex data analysis by accessing

description files in a Project container

Excel-based functions.

and evaluating this summary information.

called a Domain. It facilitates the creation
ProReporter is a self-service

di - scheduler

DI-Scheduler allows your

of scripts used for extraction and joining,

proreporter

and description files.

reporting application with a simple and

administrator to automate events, such as

flexible interface, requiring little or no

running Data Integrator scripts, launching

training. ProReporter allows you to broaden

Builder to create and update Models, or

providing an information delivery system

your user base and extend controlled data

generating and sending reports.

designed to be the entry point to all the

access to your customers and suppliers. Self-

reporting and analytics capabilities of

service reporting is also available from the

diveport

DivePort is DI’s web portal,

Reporter portlet in DivePort.
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find out how dimensional insight ’ s diver solution can help you
manage your business : dimensional insight , 60 mall road ,
burlington , ma 01803

-

781-229-9111

-

www . dimins . com

